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1. Abstract 32 

At-Tariq condition is a non-constant ratio I drive it from Schwarzschild metric it represents the ratio mass 33 

of a gravity well to the Planck mass and I use it to construct Newton universal law of gravity from the 34 

Schrödinger equation and then use it to calculate the cosmological constant from the quantum field 35 

fluctuations with an accuracy of (93.5%)from the average accepted experimental results i.e. theoretical 36 

calculations ( Λ ≅ −1.4028 × 10$&  (J. m$') with a proper solution to the vacuum catastrophe, in fact, this 37 

work proves the effect of the gravitational blue shift of a moving gravity well, on the electric permittivity 38 

of free space (ε∘)through both mathematical derivation and experimental evidence using a vertical 39 

variation of the Michelson-Morley experiment. 40 

 41 

2. Introduction 42 

According to Einstein, in his scientific research paper entitled ‘On the influence of gravity on the 43 

propagation of light’ published in Annalen of Physiks (Volume 35) in June 1911, for a photon traveling 44 

from the Sun to the Earth, equation 3  in that research states: 45 
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Einstein suggested that the speed of light is faster in curved space-time if measured by an observer at 46 

infinity “i.e. observer in a flat space-time” in simple words the speed of light in a vacuum is influenced by 47 

difference due to gravity between flat space-time and curved space-time such that this difference will 48 

increase with a deeper curve in compear to more flat curve if measured between these two regions. 49 

 This is one of Einstein’s best works. In fact, in this paper, Einstein predicted gravitational lensing and 50 

calculated it. However, Einstein’s calculations missed some factors, as Schwarzschild showed us with his 51 

metric. 52 

  As I will show in this paper both mathematically and experimentally that Einstein approach is almost 53 

true but it needs some factor correction to be quite true, actually the speed of light for a local observer 54 

nearby gravity well is always constant but for an observer at infinity its differs by a factor of  }F1 − ~�
~ G$� ;� � 55 

as long as the measuring is for photon approaching the gravity well but it will differs by a factor of  56 

�F1 − ~�
~ G� as long as the measuring is for aphoton distancing away from the gravity well as long as both 57 

measurements are taken by an observer at infinity 58 

In short words speed of light is not constant between two regions of space as long these regions have a 59 

difference in space-time curvature actually its gravitational blue shift and gravitational red shift 60 
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phenomenon but since the time for the photon is zero then the gravitational time dilation will not 61 

compensate to keep the speed of light constant as for other mass particles and I will prove this 62 

mathematically also. 63 

Since the original Michelson-Morley experiment does not change the distance between the interferometer 64 

and the nearby gravity well ( i.e. The Earth) then there is no change in the space-time curvature so nothing 65 

will happen until we conduct a vertical variation of the Michelson-Morley experiment then we will get 66 

different results as I did and get in the experimental part.  67 

 68 

This is not a new thing it has ben observed expermentaly in 1953 by Pound and Rebka experiment on 69 

gravitational red-shift in nuclear resonance 70 

Then I will use these results to calculate the cosmological constant using the quantum field fluctuations 71 

within an accuracy of [93.5%] from the average current experimental results i.e. ( � ≅ −1.4028 ×72 

10$&  (�. `$')). 73 

 74 

3. Gravitational blueshift and the electric permittivity of the free-space ��˳� 75 

Let’s consider a photon with a wavelength equal to (!∘ = # − #%) falling from infinity towards a black hole 76 

or any gravity well, then for an observer at infinity, the photon should have a gravitational blueshift as 77 

follow. 78 

∴ !'*+,%-./0  =  !∘   11 − #%# 345
 

∵ 7 !˳ = # − #% = 8∘�, ∵ 7!'*+,%-./0  � = #: − #% = 8 ∴ ∆! = # − #:<>?, 79 ∵  #, #:, #% , <@@ <#A BCDA? EFC>GH C> HE<IA 80 

∴⇒ K8 =  8∘ 11 − #%# 345M ; 8, 8∘ <#A #A<@ ?CHG<>IAH C> HE<IA 
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Then this means the wavelength itself is shortened due to change in distances of the space itself because of 81 

the gravity effect on space-time itself. 82 

In simple words the gravity will shorten space itself, that's mean gravity has affected space-time and this 83 

will change the basic properties of empty space itself near this gravity well. 84 

Then this means both electric and magnetic fields will change since both have a geometric 85 

characterization due to the shortness in the length happening to the real distances in the space( 8 & 8∘). 86 

Thus, both will be affected by this phenomenon exerted by a black hole or any gravity well in the same 87 

way it changes the wavelength. 88 

The electric flux is an area description and not in one dimension and since for one dimension we use 89 

P8 =  8∘ 11 − QRQ 3STU Then for two dimensions, we useV85 = 8∘5  11 − QRQ 3W.  90 

∵ ( XY) = Z4\85  ∴⇒ XY: = Z4\8∘5
11 − #%# 3 

Then electric flux affected by gravity and since the electric charge is conserved, this will affect the electric 91 

permittivity of the free space (]∘): 92 

 93 

∵  ]∘ = X̂Y = ^Z4\85 ∴ _>?A# `#<bCGf ⇒  ]: = ^
Z 4\8˳5

 11 − #%# 3
 ⇒ ]: =  ]∘ 11 − #%# 3 ∵ #% < # ∴⇒ ]: <  ]∘ 

 94 

This does not apply to the magnetic permeability of the free space since it is a fully geometrically 95 

characterized entity as follows. 96 

∵   k∘ = mx  ∴ x = mk∘  ∴⟹ x =
 z m11 − #%# 3{

k∘  ∴⟹  k˳: =
 z m11 − #%# 3{
 z m11 − #%# 3{

k∘

∴⟹ k∘: = k∘ 

Since the speed of light is not a vector quantity and it is a scalar quantity that is independent on the 97 

direction of the moving source nor the observer and it is only dependent on the nature of the empty space 98 

itself: 99 

∵ I = 1√]∘k∘ 

∴⇒ I: = 1
}]∘k∘ 11 − #%# 3 
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∴⇒ I: = I 11 − #%# 3~4 5� ∴ _>?A# `#<bCGf BF# F�HA#bA# <G C>BC>CGf C. A.  C> B@<G HE<IA GC�A I: > I 

Since electric flux affected by gravity and since the electric charge is conserved, then this will change the 100 

electric permittivity of the empty space itself (]∘) such that a photon will keep falling towards the black 101 

hole and the event horizon will always keep running away from it until it reaches the singularity: 102 

∴ <G AbA>G ℎF#C�F> <>? <G HC>`_@<#CGf 1 #% < # ⇒ #%# < 13 

Thus, the Schwarzschild metric will always be valid all the way to the singularity, so that the event horizon 103 

itself is the singularity at the center of the black hole: 104 

∵ I: = I 11 − #%# 3~45  
Now 105 

The Schwarzschild metric for a non-rotating black hole is as follows: 106 

 107 

∴ ?H5 = P1 − #%:#% U I5?G5 + ?#%5
1 1 − #%:#%  3 

∵ <G GℎA AbA>G ℎF#C�F> <H �A@@ GℎA HC>`_@<#CGf #% = #%: ∴⟹ P1 − #%:#% U → 0 ∴⟹ ?H5 = ?#%5
11 − #%:#% 3 

 108 

Since the space-time anomaly at the event horizon is restricted to the event horizon area with zero time 109 

(because of the gravitational time dilation goes to infinity at the event horizon): 110 

  111 

∴⟹ ?H5 = ?#%5
11 − #%:#% 3 = 4\ #%:5  

∵  7?#%5� = ?#% . ?#%  ∴⟹ ?#% . ?#%11 − #%:#% 3 = 4\ #%:5  ∴⟹ ?#% . ?#%11 − #%:#% 3 4\ #%:5 = 1 

∴⟹ ?#%
2√\ #%: }11 − #%:#% 3 = 1 

mf C>GA`#<GCF> ⟹ @> P}11 − #%:#% 3 + 1U + 2#% P}11 − #%:#% 3U − @> P�}11 − #%:#% 3 − 1�U 
4√\ + � = #% + � 
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 112 

When C=D 113 

∴ @> z�V1 − #%:#% W + 1{ − @> z��V1 − #����  − 1"#  = 4√& �� − 2�� '()1 − �����  # 

*+1 − ����� + 1-
*.+/1 − ����� 0 − 1.- = 356√7 89:;89'()<:89>89  #?  

*+1 − ����� + 1-
± *+/1 − ����� 0 − 1- = 356√7 89:;89'()<:89>89  #?

 

At the singularity: 114 

Each time a photon reaching the event horizon the speed of light itself get increased as I proved before in 115 

my formula*@� = @ /1 − 898 0:AB- so we have here a step counter (��& ���) so when the photons reach (���) 116 it’s become the new (��)  until the collapsing steps reach the singularity  117 

FG Gℎ3 IJKLMNO�JGP QR� NR@ON RSI3�T3� (��� = 0) ∴⟹ '@� = @ )1 − 0� :<;# ∴⟹ @� = @ 

FG Gℎ3 IJKLMNO�JGP QR� NR@ON RSI3�T3� ∵ @� = @ ⟹ ��� = 0 ∴⟹ )1 − 0�� = 1 

Yℎ3 IJKLMNO�JGP QR� KRKNR@ON RSI3�T3� ( �� =  ���) ∴⇒ *1 − ����� - = 0 

∴⟹ ±1 = 3[6√7 89\ (QR� KRK − NR@ON RSI3�T3�)
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ ∵  1 = 3;a7  ∴⇒ 3;a7 = 36[√7\89   ∴⟹ �� = J √&2R�                                                                                           ∵ −1 = 3a7  ∴⇒ 3a7 = 36[√7\89  ∴⟹ �� = J √&4

  

∵  �� > ��� ∴⟹ �� = J √&2  , , , ��� = J √&4  ;  J √&2 &J √&4 ≡ �OGJR �OkJJ J. 3. NJK3 3N3p3KG,  
 118 

I will refer to the short ratio radius as/�q =  J √76 0 ;T stands for At-Tariq since the event horizon is 119 

hammering towards the singularity and At-Tariq in Arabic means the hammerer 120 

; �q ≡ N3KLGℎ 3N3p3KG OG Gℎ3 IJKLMNO�JGP 
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∵  �� > ��� ∴⟹ �� = J √&2  , , , ��� = J √&4 ∴⟹ ����� = J √&4J √&2 = 1K 

OG ��� → 0 ∵ @� = @+/ 1 −  �����  0 = @+/ 1 −  0� 0 = @ ∴ @�� = @; ��  JI pJKJpMp 
∴ NJK3 3N3p3KG JI Gℎ3 �OkJMI ℎ3�3 ∴ k��; = ���. ��� 

 121 

Since the photon geodesic is a null curve: 122 

 ∴⟹ kI; = − *1 − ����� - @;kG; + *J √&4 -;

/ 1 −  �����  0 = 0  

∴⟹ )1 − 12  kG�; = *J √&4 -;

@; /1 − 120  ∴⟹ )12  kG�; = *J √&4 -;

@; /120  

∴⟹ kG�; = *J √&4 -;

@; /120; = 4 *J √&4 -;
@; = − &@;4 

∴⟹ kI; = − )12 @; /− &@;40 + *J √&4 -;

/120 ∴⟹ kI� = ��8 − ��8 = 0 

∴ #$ &'()*+#,'$- ⟹ /&� = 0 ≡ $ℎ3 ,3#+ &4#53 − $'63 '($3,7#+ #$ &'()*+#,'$- 

&'(53 , > ,9: > 0 ∴⟹ ,9 − ,9: ≠ 0 ∴⟹ ∆,9 ≠ 0 

∵ 5: = 5
@� 1 −  ,9:,9   ∴ , > ,9: 

i.e.( ,9) always will be bigger than (,9: ) it's indeed a hammering effect from the event horizon all the way 123 

dawn to the singularity 124 

∵ 0 <  ,9,  < 1 ∴⟹ 5ℎ#'() '( 4C&'$'C( ≠ 0 ∴⟹ , − ,9: ≠ 0 ≡ *(53,$#'($- '( 4C&'$'C( 

Since we have mass with an uncertain position between zero and one �0 <  DED  < 1 , then this is a 125 

normalized wave function this is only happening under the Heisenberg uncertainty principle: 126 

∴⟹ △ ,9 △ G9 ≥ ℏ2 
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This is reasonable since we are reaching such a tiny scale: 127 

#$ &'()*+#,'$- K,9 =  ,L =  ' √�4 O ∴ ' √�4 = 2PQ5�  

∴⟹ P = '5� √�8Q  ; SC, #( CT&3,73, #$ &'()*+#,'$- ⟹ 5: = 5 

Uℎ3( ,9: → 0 ∴⟹ ' √�4 . '5� √�8Q 5 ≥ ℏ2 ; X,9P5 = ( ℏ2Y 

∴⟹  ' √�4 . '5� √�8Q 5 = ( ℏ2  
∴⟹ 5Z

ℏQ ' √�4 . ' √�4 = (  
; ( '& $ℎ3 (*6T3, CS [5ℎU#,\&5ℎ'+/ ,#/'' &$34& CS $ℎ3 373($ ℎC,'\C( 

/*3 $C $ℎ3 3SS35$ CS ),#7'$- C( 364$- &4#53  
#$ ( = 1 ∴⟹ 5Z

ℏQ K' √�4 O� = 1 

∴⟹  K' √�4 O�

+]� = 1 ∴⟹ ' √�4 = +] ; +] ≡ G+#(5^ +3()$ℎ 

∴⟹ ( = ,9+] #$ ( = 1 ∴⟹ ,9+] = 1 ∴⟹ 2QP5�+] = 1 

2QP5�+] = 1 ∴ P = 5�
2Q _Qℏ5Z = 12 _5ℏQ  ∴⟹ P = 6]2  ; 6] ≡ G+#(5^ 6#&& 

∴⟹ 6]2  '& $ℎ3 +3#&$ ,3`*',3/ 6#&& $C SC,6 # T+#5^ ℎC+3 

∴⟹ 6]2  '& $ℎ3 +3#&$  6#&& 5C(&'/3,3/ #& # ),#7'$- U3++ 

&'(53 3(3,)- '& `*#($'\3/ 

∴⟹ P = ( 6]2   ; ( = 1,2,3 … .,    
This is the mass condition required to form a black hole, which I will name it At-Tariq condition (T). 128 

Now the speed of light at singularity for an observer at infinity is: 129 
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∴  5. (d) = 5
K@1 − 12O

�fgh
= 5

X 1√2Y�fgh
 ; (d) = i√2j�fgh

 ∴⟹ 5L = 5i√2j�fgh   

⟹ k T+#5^ ℎC+3 '& #(- 6#&& $ℎ#$ U'++  '(5,3#&3 $ℎ3 &433/ CS +')ℎ$ C( '$& &*,S#53 T- #$ +3#&$ # S#5$C, CS (√2)  
A gravity well is any mass is equal or biger than half Planck mass. 130 

 131 

4. Space-time curvature and Schwarzschild radii from multi-perspective:  132 

A black hole of mass (M) will have multiple different Schwarzschild radii depending on the observers such 133 

that we have here two observers each one will report a different Schwarzschild radius. 134 

The first observer is the particles that falling in the event horizon and I will denote the Schwarzschild 135 

radius in this perspective as �����. 136 

The second observer is an observer at infinity i.e. observer in flat space-time and in this perspective, the 137 

black hole will have the ordinary Schwarzschild radius in which we all know and love  �� = !"#$% &. 138 

The first observer is the falling particle in the event horizon the speed of light at this region will be 139 

increased by a factor of �√2� in compare with the speed of light in flat space-time then the Schwarzschild 140 

radius will shrink in the same ratio so the mass of the black hole in the particle perspective will be 141 

decreased in the same ratio as follows 142 

∴⟹  ��� = 2+,-.! ;  ,- =  /
�√2�0!#134 

; / 56 7ℎ9 ,:66 <> 7ℎ9 ?@:.A ℎ<@9 :6 <?69�B9C >�<, >@:7 6D:.9⎼75,9 

This is very reasonable since when the particle reaches event horizon will have a space-time curvature 143 

behind it start from infinity caused by the black hole itself then the speed of the fall will be increased by a 144 

factor of �√2�  but the curvature will be less by the same factor and as the particle will fall towards the 145 

black hole at each step it will leave behind it more curved space-time and this curvature behind the 146 

particle will decrease the total curvature of the space-time of the black hole itself in the falling particle 147 

perspective. 148 

This is nothing but changing of energy from potential to kinetic energy in simple words when you fall from 149 

a one-story building is really different from when you fall from a ten-story building 150 

 151 

 152 

 153 

 154 

 155 
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5.Using At-Tariq condition to construct Newton universal law of gravity from the Schrödinger equation. 156 

From At-Tariq equations we know that the least mass to create curvature in space-time is half Planck mass 157 

and this curvature in space-time is happening due to the energy density difference created by wave 158 

function of half Planck mass and this energy density difference is due to uncertainty principle of the half 159 

Planck masses i.e. At-Tariq condition. 160 

Now I will use this knowledge to construct Newton universal law of gravity from the Schrödinger equation 161 

Since mass have a certain space to exist in then we could describe it with Schrodinger equation for infinite 162 

square well then we magnify it by At-Tariq condition  163 

 164 

− ℏ!2, H!HI! J + LJ = MJ 

N9 O69 ℎ:@> P@:Q.A ,:66 >�<, R7 − S:�5T .<QC575<Q ∴⇒ − ℏ!,V
H!HI! J + LJ = MJ 

We know that the wave function for infinite square well is 165 

JW(I) = Z2: 65Q  Q [: I&  
Since the mass will act gravitationally the same way near absolute zero and near nuclear fusion 166 

temperature then energy levels is neglect able and our wave function will be as follows 167 

∵  Q = 1 ⇒ JW(I) = Z2: 65Q  [: I&  ⇒ H!HI! J = − √2([)! 65Q  [I: &:!√:  

  : = @
⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧; @ = 2I ⇒ JW(I) = Z2@  ⇒ H!HI! J = − √2([)!

@!√@ … . . 1
; @ = 4I ⇒ JW(I) = Z1@  ⇒ H!HI! J = − ([)!

@!√@ … . . 2
 

Where (@) is the distance separating the half Planck masses from each other then it’s not a real distance it’s 168 

just a way to describe the total distribution of mass in corresponding to At-Tariq condition and the total 169 

density of the body. 170 

Since (,V) is fixed then density will change with the distance separating the half Planck masses from each 171 

other and since gravity is an act in 4d space-time we need to express density through 4d surface volume to 172 

make the 3d Newton gravity compatible with the 4d general relativity  173 

⇒ ,V4[!@C@ = 3/ 14[�� ⇒ 4!"#�$#%& = 4!'�3( ⇒ # = ' ) 23!*$#+,� ; * = 2(%&  

For # = 2-  174 
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ℏ"%&
√2(!)"

#"√# = 672# ⇒ 6 = ℏ"%&
(!)"#" ; # = ' ) 23!*$#+,� ; * = 2(%&  

For # = 4- 175 

ℏ"%&
(!)"
#"√# = 671# ⇒ 6 = ℏ"%&

(!)"#" ; # = ' ) 23!*$#+,� ; * = 2(%&  

 176 

As we know the gravitational potential is as follows 177 

6 = 9("' ∴⇒ 9("' = * ℏ"%&
(!)"#" ; # = ' ) 23!*$#+,� ; * = 2(%&  

∴⇒ 6 = 9("' = * ℏ"%&
(!)"

'" < 23!*$#>"� ; * = 2(%&  

∴⇒ 23!*$# = ? 29( ℏ"(%&)" (!)"' @�" ; * = 2(%&  

∴⇒ $# =
⎝
⎜⎛ 2

3! 2(%& ) 29( ℏ"(%&)" (!)"' +�"⎠
⎟⎞ 

∴⇒ 6 = * ℏ"%&
(!)"

'"

⎝
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎛

2
3!*

⎝
⎜⎛ 2

3!* ) 29( ℏ"(%&)" (!)"' +�"⎠
⎟⎞

⎠
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎞

"� ;  * = 2(%&  

∴⇒ 6 = 9("' … G. 6. I 

 178 

 179 

 180 
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6. Black hole thermodynamics and the entropy of the vacuum (i.e. At-Tariq thermodynamics and Al-Hubok 181 

entropy). 182 

Entropy is a measure of the number of ways in which a system might be arranged in microscopic 183 

configurations that are consistent with the macroscopic quantities in which the system is made of them in 184 

a short words its a measure for the dispersion of energy in the system.  185 

So, for a single test particle with a single microstate reaching event horizon of a black hole, then according 186 

to Boltzmann entropy law, the entropy for such particle or system is zero: 187 

J = KL #* M = KL #* 1 = 0 

Since this test particle falling towards a black hole, then its speed of light will be increased by a factor of 188 O√2P and since the speed of light is the speed of causality as Minkowski & Penrose diagrams showed us 189 

then the multiplicity should be increased by a factor of O√2P 190 

But as long as nothing could ever cross the event horizon as we saw with At-Tariq equations, then it is safe 191 

to claim that what is located behind event horizon is nothing but empty space, even when it is not  192 

So such a mathematical formula will represent the vacuum entropy as follows. 193 

∴ J = KL #*√2 M 

QR M = 0 ∴⇒ JS = KL #* √2 

; SU stands for Al-Hubok or Hubok entropy since Al-Hubok in Arabic means fabric 194 

We could generalize it for black holes as follow:  195 

∴ JV = KL #* ?MO√2P"WXY@ = KL ?#* M + #*O√2P"WXY@ 

∴ JV =  KL 2(%[  #* √2 +  KL #* M 

\]*^_ *`Rℎ]*b ^`c#$ ^'`\\ Rℎ_ _d_*R ℎ`']e`* ∴⇒  M = 1 ∴ JV =  KL 2(%[  #* √2 

QR 2(%[ = 1 ∴ dQ^cc% _*R'`fg (h# − jck`K _*R'`fg) JS =  JV =  KL #* √2  
∴⇒ � =  ��� !" √2 ∴ $% � = 1 ∴  �& =  �� !" √2 

∴ Landauer’s principle should be corrected.  196 

Then, even when we have no entropy, we will have this entropy for nothing just due to space-time nature 197 

(I name it Al-Hubok entropy instead of vacuum entropy, from the Arabic word for fabric.) 198 

This happened since nothing could cross the event horizon: 199 
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'(")* +, = ∆��  ∴ � = ∆�+, = /(),)4
 �� 2/56  !" √2 = 56)4 7√2489:;4

2 ��  !" √2  

$% 2/ = 56 ∴⇒ �, = 56)4 �� !" √2 

∴ �, = �6!" √2 ; �6 = >!$")� %*5?*@$%A@* ; �, ≡ *C*"% ℎE@(FE" %*5?*@$%A@* 

�, = 1.416785 × 10N4!" √2 = 4.0879 × 10N4 �*!C(" 

The surface temperature of a black hole is unrelated to its mass; it is always constant and this is very 200 

reasonable since nothing could ever cross the event horizon. This is because, for anything going towards 201 

the event horizon, the speed of light is always increasingP), = )√2Q, so that the event horizon will always 202 

run away from whatever is approaching; it’s like chasing an elusive mirage and the Schwarzschild radius 203 

in the falling perspective will be described by the following law. 204 

 @RS = 2T/)4  1√2 

 205 

 206 

 207 

7. The collaboration between Schwarzschild Metric and Lorentz transformation of a moving gravity well and 208 

its effect on the electric permittivity of free spacePU˳Q: 209 

For electric charge moving with a velocity  v, the Lorentz transformation of the field is as follows: 210 

 211 

W∥Y =  W∥       , [∥Y =  [∥ 

 W\Y =  (W + C × [)\^1 − C4 )4`       ,      [\Y =  ( [ − C × W)4  )\^1 − C4 )4`   

W\Y =  (W + |C||[| '(" f)\^1 − C4 )4`       ,      [\Y =  ( [ − |C||W| '(" f)4  )\^1 − C4 )4`  

∵ j = 1^1 − C4 )4` ∴ W\Y = j(W + |C||[| '(" f)\  ,    [\Y =  j 7 [ − |C||W| '(" f)4 ;\ 
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∵ W ⊥ [ ∴ [ ∥ C ∴ '(" f = 0 ∴⟹ W\Y = jW\  ,    [\Y =  j[\ 

∵   w˳ = [x  ∴ x = [w˳  ∴⟹ x\Y =  j[\w˳  ∴⟹  w˳Y =  j [\ j [\w˳
∴⟹ w˳Y = w˳ 

 212 

Where ∥ and ⊥ are relative to the direction of the velocity (V). Since, in this example, ([∥ =  0) and 213 ([\  =  y × W\) in the laboratory frame, the magnetic field in the frame of the moving charge vanishes, 214 

which is consistent with our intuition? The static Maxwell’s equations are satisfied in both frames: 215 

 216 

 �˳ = ��� = �W4�@4 @̂  ∵ W = (W\ + W∥), , , , ∵ W\ = W� + W�  , , , , ∵ W∥ = W�  ∴ W = �23 W\ + 13 W∥� 

∴⟹ �˳Y = ��j 2W\3 + W∥3 � 4�@4 

∵  �˳Y = �(2j + 1)3 W4�@4 @̂ ∴⟹ �˳Y = 3�(2j + 1)W4�@4 ∴⟹  �˳Y = �˳  3(2j + 1) 

∵  ) = 1��˳w˳ ∴⟹  )Y = 1��˳Y w˳ = 1
� 3 �˳w˳(2j + 1)  ∴ )Y = ) � 13(2j + 1)  

∴ )Y = ) �(2j + 1)3   
Since space has no directions unless it was addressed in relation to an accelerated frame of reference then 217 

Lorentz transformation of the field can not act here alone it should be related to an accelerated frame of 218 

reference then it will be considered only in that course of relation 219 

 In a short word Lorentz transformation of the field can not act on the speed of light unless it was related 220 

to Schwarzschild metric. 221 

Now, let’s consider a moving gravity well. We will have on its surface electromagnetic fields under both 222 

Lorentz transformation and the Schwarzschild metric. In this case, the direction of the velocity of the 223 

gravity well will be effective due to the collaboration between Lorentz transformations and Schwarzchield 224 

metric because we have a runaway gravity well, and this will change the nature of empty space, and 225 

ultimately, the speed of light and this will bring out the effects of Lorentz transformations. 226 

So, when a moving inertial mass satisfies the (T) condition, it will change space-time nearby and due to 227 

the movement of the mass this wil add extra factor, so the gravitational blue shift and red shift due to 228 

Schwarzschild metric will sometimes be increased and sometimes be decreased, depending on the angle of 229 

direction between the moving mass and its velocity. 230 
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Of course, we need to achieve a hugely concentrated amount of mass in front of or behind the space-time 231 

to drag it or to push it; to see this effect, we would need to set the Michelson interferometer vertically to 232 

achieve a significantly warped space-time.  233 

And since space-time bend in respect to the difference in energy concentration distribution, then we 234 

should count here for the relativistic mass.  235 

Because the increase in the relative mass will change the total concentration distribution of energy in a 236 

certain place depending on the direction and velocity of the moving mass as long the original inertial mass 237 

satisfy (At-Tariq) condition. 238 

∴ For collaboration between the Schwarzschild metric and Lorentz transformation, the speed of light is as 239 

follows: 240 

∴  =  !" =   . $%  ; $%  = & 1 − ()( 3*  +,(/)(2*  +,(/) + 1) 5678 ∴ $%  = & 1 − 6:<°*  +,(/)((2*  +,(/) + 1) 8 5678 ; () = 2:<° 8  

; $% Stands for Al-Buraq in which means in Arabic emits lightning 241 

; * = 1
>1 − ?8  8@ ; () = 2:A 8 ; 0 ≤ / ≤ D; A = <°*  +,(/) 

As I show before for a black hole E %F% = 78 G: 242 

∴  !" =   . $% =  & 1 −  3*  +,(/)(2)(2*  +,(/) + 1)  5678 ; * = 1
>1 − ?8  8@ ; 0 ≤ / ≤ D 

H+( ,I(HJ K L(J?M/ ⇒ L = A:((!%)8 = A:
&2:A !" 8 58 = O !"PQ

4A: =   Q $%Q 4A:  

∴⇒ L = ST4A $%Q; $% = & 1 −  3*  +,(/)(2)(2*  +,(/) + 1)  5678
 

J/ / = 0 ∴⇒ L = ST4A $%Q 

; K, JUK ?KV+ M/W =  !" =  
X 1 −  YE32G *(2* + 1) Z [78 

J/ / = D2 ∴⇒ $% = 1 ∴⇒  !" =  ∴⇒  L = ST4A ; K, JUK ?KV+ M/W =   

Since the escape velocity at the poles of a black hole is the speed of light, then particles could escape from 243 

the black hole poles since the speed of light on the surface of the black hole is Oc√2P so this is an excellent 244 

candidate solution for the relativistic jets. 245 
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Since we know the black hole temperature from  246 

∴ ]^ = ]TV_ √2 ; ]^ ≡ K?K_/ ℎ+(Mb+_ /K<UK(J/I(K 

]^ = 1.416785 × 10g8
V_ √2 = 4.0879 × 10g8 ]KV?M_ 

By using Wien's displacement law 247 

i^ = j]^ = 2.8977 × 106g
4.0879 × 10g8 = 0.7088 × 106gk< 

We should consider for the gravitational redshift  248 

il = i^√2 = 2.04510.7088 × 106gk< ; il ≡ mJ?K VK_L/ℎ +j,K(?Kn J/ ?K(W VJ(LK nM,/J_ K  
We should observe this high energy radiation from moving black hole poles and it should agree with these 249 

calculations to validate it or it's a real disprove. 250 

J/ / = D; K, JUK ?KV+ M/W  !" =  
>E 1 + *1 − 2*  G ; * ≠ 12 

∵ ,I(HJ K L(J?M/W ⇒ L = A:(()q)8 = A:
r 2:AO √2P8s8 ∴⇒ L^ = A:

E:A 8 G8 

 ∴⇒ L =  Q
A: = STA  ∴⇒ J/ L = √2  , (u/ − vJ(Mw) ,U+_/J_K+I, K<M,,M+_ U+M_/ 

L = A:(())8 

Then the surface gravity Ogyz{P for a moving black hole is as flow: 251 

L^!" = A:
&2:A !" 8 58 ;  !" =  . $%; $% = 1

|1 −  6:A*  +,(/)((2*  +,(/) + 1) 8
; * = 1

>1 − ?8  8@ ; 0 ≤ / ≤ D 

 252 

For ordinary gravity well we have : L = }~(%F��)� 253 

L!" = A:
&2:A !" 8 + ℎ58 ;  !" =  . $%; $% = 1

|1 − 6:A*  +,(/)((2*  +,(/) + 1) 8
; * = 1

>1 − ?8  8@ ; 0 ≤ / ≤ D 
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OL^!" P&OL!"P is an excellent candidate solution for the dark-matter since it's only manifested for an 254 

outside observer but for a local observer, there is no extra gravity. 255 

This is unrecognizable in the original Michelson and Morley experiment since there is no enough sufficient 256 

amount of mass in front of the interferometer to change nature of the space-time such to make effect like 257 dragging it but in fact it’s not actually it just changing the nature of space-time itself with the gravitational 258 

effect of the moving gravity well.  259 

Then this effect will remain hidden until it collaborated with a sufficient mass that’s considered a 260 

noticeable effect of a big gravity well. 261 

∵  = 1√�∘�∘ 

∴⇒  q = 1
>�∘�∘ E1 − ()( G ∴⇒  q =  E1 − ()( G67 8@ ∴ I_nK( L(J?M/W H+( +j,K(?K( J/ M_HM_M/W  q >   

 262 

 263 

 264 

8. What was the deficiency in the original Michelson-Morley Experiment?  265 

The original Michelson-Morley Experiment deal with the speed of light as a vector quantity and not a 266 

scalar quantity and this does not match with the speed of light in which by definition is a scalar quantity so 267 

it depends only on the nature of the empty space itself and have nothing to do with the direction of the 268 

emitter not the receiver of the light itself 269 

� = 1
√�∘�∘ ;  �∘& �∘  !�"#"$ %'"()*)*+! 

And if we took an approximate approach, there is no enough mass in front of the interferometer to drag 270 

the space-time to create an interference pattern but in real approach, we have in vertical variation there is 271 

the whole Earth in which its gravity will defect space-time and create a detectable interference pattern in 272 

which prove both experimentally and mathematically the non-constancy of the speed of light under 273 

gravity influence. 274 

In short words, the original Michelson-Morley Experiment looking for non-constancy of the speed of light 275 

in a non-accelerated frame of reference while it should consider an accelerated frame of reference to be 276 

able to measure any positive interference pattern and since there is no enough sufficient mass or 277 

acceleration in the frame of reference of the horizontal direction of the original Michelson-Morley 278 

Experiment its grantee to get null results because you don’t have an accelerated frame of reference and 279 

the relevant way to have an accelerated frame of reference to test the constancy of the speed of light is by 280 

the effect of a big gravity well as I proved before mathematically and experimentally in the experimental 281 

part  282 

∵ � = 1
√�∘�∘ 
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∴⇒ �/ = 1
0�∘�∘ 21 − $4$ 5

∴⇒ �/ = � 21 − $4$ 567 89 ∴ '(:+$ <$">*)? @A$ AB!+$>+$ ") *(@*(*)? �/ > � 

 283 

But since in the original Michelson-Morley Experiment all the objects in front the Michelson 284 

interferometer has infinitesimally small Schwarzschild radii that are all approaching zero then  285 

") ($4 → 0) ∴⇒ �/ = 1
0�∘�∘ 21 − 0$5

∴⇒ �/ = � @A$ "## AB!+$>+$! 

") ($4 → 0) ∴ IJ  = K 1 − 0$ K 3M �A!())
(2M �A!()) + 1)P P

678 → IJ = 0 

In brief words space has no directions unless it was addressed in relation to an accelerated frame of 286 

reference then Lorentz transformations of the field can not act alone it should be related to an accelerated 287 

frame of reference then it will be considered only in this course of relation. 288 

 In a short word Lorentz transformation of the field can not act on the speed of light unless it was related 289 

to Schwarzschild metric and that's why there is no Lorentz variance detected in the original Michelson-290 

Morley Experiment but the variance detected in my experiment and in Pound and  Rebka gravitational 291 

redshift in nuclear resonance experiment . 292 

 293 

 294 

 295 

 296 
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9.  Calculating the cosmological constant using the quantum field fluctuations within an accuracy of [93.5%] 297 

from the average current experimental results. 298 

 The expansion of the universe is an anti-gravitational act and as I have shown before space-time can only 299 

be affected by masses equal or larger than half Planck mass i.e. At-Tariq condition and since gravity and 300 

anti-gravity both described in general relativity are by Einstein field equation as the same, but with 301 

different signs then they are obeying the same condition too 302 

So we should only consider quantum fluctuation with frequencies that are agreed with At-Tariq condition, 303 

the most suitable, convenient name in Arabic for such quantum field is the word (Eyde) which means in 304 

Arabic the mighty firmness, where the (Eyde) quantum field is responsible for the universe expansion and 305 

its very suitable for cosmic inflation as I will show later.  306 

If we take virtual particles in the time-energy uncertainty principle with energies obeying At-Tariq 307 

condition, then the event occurs in three dimensions one spatial dimension and dual time-disguised 308 

dimensions as space dimensions as I will show. 309 

We take one dimension for the space between two points representing the creating point and the 310 

annihilation point of the Eyde virtual particles since virtual particles oscillate between existence and 311 

nonexistence that’s mean we could exclude any inner path because we could safely presume that it just 312 

didn’t happen in the first place so that will leave us with only one space dimension and that’s between the 313 

creating point and annihilation point of the Eyde virtual particles. 314 

That left us with two remaining dimensions, in fact, these two dimensions are time-disguised dimensions 315 

as space dimensions since space-time interval has a term for time-disguised as space dimensions by 316 

multiplying the time term by the speed of light. 317 

:!8 = − 21 − $4$ 5 :)8�8 + 21 − $4$ 567 :$8 

Its dual-time dimensions disguised as space dimensions because the first time-disguised dimension is due 318 

to the accelerated frame of reference of the Eyde virtual particles where the speed of light in this frame 319 

will be unchanged ;(c ́=c) in respect to the Eyde virtual particles and another time dimension related to 320 

the non-accelerated frame of reference of the observer such that the speed of light of the Eyde virtual 321 

particles in respect to the observer frame of reference will be changed in a factor of the square root of 322 

twoR; �́ = �√2S. 323 

That’s mean the Eyde virtual particles will have dual light speed measurements one in its own frame of 324 

reference and the other one is in the observer frame of reference and that will give the Eyde virtual 325 

particles in these conditions dual time-disguised dimensions as space dimensions. 326 

Now: since photon geodesic is a null geodesic ∴⇒  ds8 = 0 

∴⇒ 0 = − K1 − $4/
$4 P :)8�8 + K1 − $4/

$4 P
67

:$8 

") 2W
XY ≤ 1 ⇒ $4/ = 0 , \ "#$+":? ]$A>+: )ℎ*! X")ℎ+X")*�"##? B+@A$+ _*)ℎ `) − j"$*% $")*A $":*'! 
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∴⇒ K1 − $4/
$4 P = k1 − 0

$4q = 1;  :$ = * √z
4  

)ℎ*! *! )ℎ+ #*(+ +#+X+() A@ )ℎ+ |?:+ >*$)'"# ]"$)*�#+! *( )ℎ+ AB!+$>+$ @$"X+ A@ $+@+$+(�+  
 :!8 = 0 ∴⇒ :)8�8 = :$8 ⇒ :)8�8 = :$8 ∴⇒ :)8 = :$8

�8  

:)8 = :$8
�8 ⇒ :) = :$

� ⇒ :) = *√z
4� ∴⇒ )ℎ+ @*$!) :*!<'*!+: )*X+ :*X+(!*A( = *√z

4  

") 21 − $4$ 5 = 1
2 ⇒ $4/ = * √z

4   ;  :$ = * √z
2  #*(+ +#+X+()*( *( )ℎ+ AB!+$>+$ @$"X+ A@ $+@+$+(�+ 

!*(�+ ]ℎA)A( <+A:+!*� *! " ('## <+A:+!*� ∴⇒  :!8 = 0 

∴⇒ k1
2q :)8�8 = k1

2q67 :$8 ∴⇒ K:)8�8
2 P = 2:$8 ∴⇒ :)8 = 4 :$8

�8  

:)8 = 4:$8
�8 ⇒ :) = 2

� :$ ⇒ :) = 2
� * √z

2 = * √z
�  

∴⇒ :) = * √z
� ∴⇒ )ℎ+ !+�A(: :*!<'*!+: )*X+ :*X+(!*A( = *√z 

For k8}
~� > 1q for each step we will have a different speed of light i.e. an extra time dimension ∴⇒327 

 ℎ" $"%&'( ()$*+)$"(  )," (),"'$)&' )'  ℎ" &-$"./". 0.1," &0 ."0."'%" ≡ 345678  )√:  328 

For the space dimension we have the following  329 

; − =1.)> %&'() )&' ≡  2@,A = 1 ∴⇒ @ = ,A2 ∴⇒ .D = 2E ,A2%4 = E,A%4
= 6.6743 × 10LMM × 2.176435 × 10LO(299792458)4  

= 14.5261801205 × 10LMT(89875517873681764) = 1.616 × 10LUV ≡ WA 

We should use an upgrade to Lorentz factor and it’s appropriate to name it At-Tariq factor  (γ\) for the 330 

Eyde virtual particles in the reference frame of the observer, this At-Tariq factor will affect the length and 331 

time dimension in this frame of reference  332 

; ^ = 1
_1 − `/%b4 & ^k = 1

q1 − 3 /%√284 

Expansion of the universe is an increase in entropy so we could represent it mathematically we should use 333 

the entropy law for empty space that I derived before; vw =  xy{ W'|√2 }~ then to obtain the energy 334 
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density in which represent the cosmological constant we should divide it on the space-time volume in 335 

which I derived it mathematically above   336 

∴⇒ � =  xy{ W'|√2 �}43 : �32@,A8 |)√: ^k} � ) √:4 ^� 3 WÂk8� ∴⇒ � =  xy{ W'|√2 �}43 : �32@,A 8 )√: � ) √:4 ^� WA� 

1  2@,A = 1 ∴⇒ � = −3 xy  { W'|√2 �} :4  ^ WA  

∴⇒ � = −3(1.38 × 10L4U)(2.7)[(0.346) + W'(�)](9.869)(1.616 × 10LUV) 31̂8 

By taking the appropriate relative velocity for Lorentz factor and the appropriate multiplicity(Ω) we will 337 

get energy density exactly equal to the experimental value of the cosmological constant  338 

For example, if we take the multiplicity{� = 4} and the relative velocity very close to the speed of light 339 

with 34 digits after the comma to be compatible with Planck length in Eyde equation as follows  340 

/ = 299,792,457.999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,8 , $⁄  

∴⇒ `/% = 99.999999999999999999999999999999999999999933287181%b 

∴⇒ 1̂ = 1.1551001605 × 10L4M 

∴⇒ � = −1.4028 × 10LT  (�. ,LM. $L4. %L4 ≡ �. ,LU) 

This value is in (93.5%) from the average experimental accepted value. 341 

Black hole is an increase in the speed of light by a factor of |√2}3���78 and as I show that the Eyde virtual 342 

particles increasing the speed of light in only one spatial dimension by a factor of |√2} that’s mean one 343 

thing  344 

Each pair of Eyde virtual particles is nothing but a virtual line black hole i.e. a black hole in one space 345 

dimension disappears with the inhalation of the Eyde virtual particles appears and disappears again due 346 

to its virtual nature and its linear since it’s acting only in one spatial dimension. 347 

If we took my previous calculations for the cosmological constant as a reference estimation point then in 348 

the Planck level due to the effects of the Eyde quantum field there are roughly (449,792) virtual linear 349 

black holes in every cubic centimeter of vacuum these are the source of universe expansion and dark 350 

energy. 351 

 352 

 353 

 354 

 355 
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10- Solving the vacuum catastrophe and the Planck era: 356 

If we generalize the Eyde formula for quantum field fluctuations frequencies corresponding to energies of 357 

At-Tariq condition more than one i.e.345678 > 1; 345678 → ∞.  358 

Then for each higher frequency we will get two extra disguised time dimensions in the denominator and 359 

this will drain out the infinite energy frequencies fluctuations of the quantum field and this will prevent 360 

the vacuum catastrophe. 361 

∴⇒ =1-1.1x = −3 xy{ W'|√2 �}
:4  32@,A8 ( ^) WA ; +') $ ��. ,��. (�. �)�� ��2 !"# (�. �)$��% ; �2 !" → ∞# 

Tabarak in Arabic means blessed there is no physical entity that could fit Tabarak since it has infinite time-362 

disguised dimensions in the denominator. 363 

In simple words, it seems that there is infinite energy from the quantum field fluctuations fighting against 364 

infinite time dimensions and this will bring the quantum field into balance and prevent the vacuum 365 

catastrophe. 366 

Without this balance, everything will explode into oblivion and we will have nothing but black holes or 367 

impossibly rapid fast expansion due to the infinite energies of the quantum field’s fluctuations it’s indeed a 368 

mighty firmness and a bless effects. 369 

Energies resulting from higher frequencies of Tabarak formula are distorting space-time with a factor of 370 �√2,-/013# in Planck level and even lower than that such that it will let other virtual particles to move faster 371 

than the speed of light in respect to us but in their frame of reference they move less than there speed of 372 

light and they follow At-Tariq factor (γ5) and At-Tariq transformations it’s exactly as Lorentz 373 

transformations but with an, increased speed of light because of At-Tariq factor(γ5). 374 

; 67 = 1
91 − < >�?√2@,ABCD3EA ; 2 !" ≥ 1 

We should note that for At-Tariq condition higher than one there are extra time-disguised dimensions for 375 

each step. 376 

We saw that high energy do not reveal higher space dimensions, but reveal extra time dimensions and all 377 

that about measuring the speed of light differently between two frames of reference one of them 378 accelerated in relative to the other one that’s mean there is no extra higher space dimension and any 379 

theory relying on extra higher space dimension should be excluded and should be considered as nothing 380 

but unnecessary mathematical fantasy. 381 

The amount of time is determined by the speed of light and the difference between two differently 382 

accelerated frames of reference. 383 
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The direction of time is determent by the entropy.  384 That means time didn’t come from the big bang since there is no enough high energy that will generate 385 

more space-time without original space-time and we observed that both in black hole singularity and in 386 

the Eyde quantum field. 387 

 388 

11. Finding the equation for the big bang singularity at (G ≤ I) and driving the gravitational constant from it. 389 

If we inflict Tabarak formula upon the Planck era we could easily roll out the temperature from the 390 

equation as follows: 391 

∵ K = −3 NO  P QR?√2 S@ UA  6 Q" ∴⇒ KX = −3 NO  PX QR?√2 S@ UA  6 Q" ; PX = YQZR�N [\!]\^Z[_^\ 

∴⇒ K" = − 3 NO !"�A NO  QR?√2 S@UA ?Q" @ 16 = − 3!"�A  QR?√2 S@UA ?Q" @ 16 = − 3 �`  QR?√2 S@UA j 16 

∴⇒ K" = − 3kℏ�j �A  QR?√2 S@UA  kℏj�|
16 

∴⇒ K" = − 3�`  QR?√2 S@UA j 6  

∴⇒ j = 3�`  QR?√2 S @UA 0.7361 × 10A| 16 

Z[ Ω = 4 & Z[ > = 299792457.999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,8 !/� ∴⇒  >� = 99.999999999999999999999999999999999999999933287181%  16 = 1.1551 × 10�A� 

∴⇒ KX = −0.7361 × 10A|  (�. !��. ��A. ��A ≡ �. !�|) 

From the same formula and the same conditions we have 392 

 j = 3�`  QR?√2 S @UA 0.7361 × 10A| 16 ∴⇒ j = 6.6947 × 10��� � !|N�. �A# 

Since we canceled out both the temperature and the Planck length from our consideration by the Planck 393 

era trick and by using Al-Hubok entropy then we could easily calculate it for the first rupture i.e. the big 394 

bang singularity at  ([ ≤ 0)  395 
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At (t ≤ 0)there is nothing there is no prior causality i.e. there is no Lorentz factor or At-Tariq factor and 396 

there is nothing to have any multiplicity so we could only use Al-Hubok entropy and of curse that’s mean 397 

the temperature is exactly the absolute zero then we will have only two things flat & smooth space-time  398 

Flat space-time i.e. there is no energy equal or bigger than At-Tariq condition and smooth space-time 399 

means there is no energy at all and the temperature is exactly the absolute zero. 400 

There is nothing except the initial conditions of the universe before the rupture in the space-time that’s we 401 

name it the big bang  402 

From Planck era cosmological constant we will get 403 

∵ K" = − 3�`  QR?√2 S@UA j 6 ∴⇒ K∘ = − 3 �`  QR?√2 @UA j   
�R�[ℎ\^ Z]]^�Z�ℎ ∵  K" = − 3 �X  QR?√2 S@UA j 6  ∴⇒ K∘ = − 3 �X  QR √2UA  

∴⇒ K∘ = −1.2749 × 10`|(�. !�|) 

For cosmic inflation, we have a combination of two expansions one for the flat smooth space-time before 404 

and exactly at big bang (K∘) and one for the cosmological constant of the Planck era 405 ∴⇒ K∘ = −1274.9 × 10`� (�. !�|) & K" = −0.7361 × 10A|  (�. !��. ��A. ��A ≡ �. !�|) 

∵ K∘ = − 3 �`  QR?√2 @UA j ∴⇒ K∘ = − 3  QR?√2 @�∘A�∘AUA j  
∴⇒ j = 3  QR?√2 @�∘A�∘AUA (−K∘)  

This is the original equation to derive the gravitational constant. 406 

 407 

 408 

12-Experimental results: 409 

Since the speed of light is independent of the direction of the moving source and the observer, it is only 410 

dependent on the nature of the empty space itself: 411 

 412 

� = 1√�∘ �∘  ; �∘ = ��� = ��4U^A ^̂  ;   �∘ =  ¡ 

Then, changing the distance from a large gravity well will change the nature of the empty space itself due 413 

to gravitational redshift and blueshift, thus, we should detect a notable interference pattern. 414 

We could detect this by setting up a vertical Michelson-Morley experiment relative to the Earth (and not 415 

parallel to the Earth or horizontally). In this way, when we rotate the Michelson’s interferometer 90 416 
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degrees; we should get a significant change due to gravitational redshift and blueshift, which responds to 417 

the change in the speed of light as follows: 418 

 419 

�£ = 1k�∘ �∘ ¤ 1 −  ¥̂̂  ¦ ∴⇒ �£ = � ¤ 1 − ¥̂̂ ¦�� A§
 

This is not a new thing it’s made before in pound rebka experiment and in laser gravimeter as in field 420 

absolute ballistic laser gravimeter. 421 

For the 90°rotation, I have a confirmed positive change in the central interference pattern from maxima to 422 

minima as follows.  423 

 424 

For a little more than 90° rotation, I have a confirmed positive change in the central interference pattern 425 

from maxima to minima to maxima in the central interference pattern as follows. 426 

 427 
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However, detecting the collaboration effect (Bª) is much harder since it depends on the movement of the 428 gravity well itself in our case it’s the Earth, so a vertical non-rotating interferometer in which its 429 

horizontal arm is oriented to the north or south (to eliminate the Sagnac effect) should be sufficient it took 430 

me 4 months of continuous working day and night to complete this task of hard labor experimental work. 431 

I get a lot of results considering the same temperature and the minimum time elapsed to remove any side 432 

effects on the interferometer.  433 

Some of these results are presented below:  434 

 435 

 436 
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 437 

We could make an ordinary horizontal Michelson-Morley experiment, but next to a large mountain-chain 438 

so that the mass of the mountain-chain will act like a runaway gravity well and we will still get a positive 439 

change in the interference pattern. 440 

 441 

 442 

13. Conclusions 443 

1. Differences in space-time curvature affect the speed of light as follows. 444 

∵ ( ��) = �4��!  ∴⇒ ��$ = �4��∘!
&1 − *+* , 

∵  -∘ = .�� = .�4��! ∴ /023* 5*6789: ⇒  -$ = .
� 4��∘!

 &1 − *+* ,
 ⇒ -$ =  -∘ &1 − *+* , ∵ *+ < * ∴⇒ -$ <  -∘ 

for a black hole in respect to an observer at infinity, we have  445 

;>? = >@√2C!DEFG 

2. Space-time is a continuous physical entity, which I call it Al-Hubok, from the Arabic word for 446 

fabric. 447 

∵ ;>? = >@√2C!DEFG ∴⇒ ( *+ < *) ∴⇒ (2H! =  0) 

∵ HJ6>3 − 98K3 8093*76L 69 H805/L6*89: ≡ 2H! = − N12O >! &− �>!4, + Q8 √�4 R!

&12, ∴⟹ 2H! = &�8, − &�8, = 0 
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⇒ 8. 3. HJ6>3 − 98K3 8H >V0980/V/H 602 0V9 28H>*393  ∴⇒  *+ = LW ∴⇒  *+$ = LW2  

3. Spae-time is not aether because its non-draggable entity it only changes under gravity i.e. 448 

differences in space-time curvature due to gravity is what separate space-time from the aether 449 

∴⇒ >$ = 1
XY∘-∘ &1 − *+* , ∴⇒ >$ = > &1 − *+* ,Z[ !\

 

4. From At-Tariq condition and Al-Buraq effect of the collaboration between Schwarzschild metric 450 

and Lorentz transformations, the only conclusion is that the gravity is nothing but curvature of space-time 451 

created by the probability distribution of the wave function of masses equal or bigger than half Planck 452 

mass, i.e. it's not a force its a reaction to the three other forces of nature as long these three forces act with 453 

a minimum of half Planck mass &M = ^_! , is what create curvature in space-time fabric in which we call it 454 

gravity, 455 

I already proved this when I constructed Newton universal law of gravity from the Schrödinger equation.  456 

∵ `a!
* = 0 ℏ!

Kc
(�)!

*! & 23�02L,!e ; 2L =
⎝
⎜⎛ 2

3� 2aKc N 2̀a ℏ!(Kc)! (�)!* Oe!⎠
⎟⎞ 

& ∵  >. (n) = >
N 1√2O!DEF

 ; (n) = @√2C!DEF
 ∴⟹ >? = >@√2C!DEF  

In principle, gravity is not a weak interaction “gravity is not just a curvature in space-time it's the 457 

difference between a curved and flat space-time i.e gravity depends on the difference of curvature and its 458 

depth and this diffrence will increase as long you have a two things first a littel difrence between 459 

Schwarzschild radius and the dimensions of the mass in question and second the measurement point 460 

where it location how much the difference in the flatness of the space-time curvature between the 461 

measurement point and observer point and thats why its appear to us in most cases as a weak interaction 462 

due to the difference between Schwarzschild radius and the dimensions of the mass in question so when 463 

the diffrence between Schwarzschild radius and the dimensions of the mass in question become small the 464 

gravity efect become bigger and in dramatic way. 465 

5.  Elementary particles do not satisfy At-Tariq condition so it cannot affect space-time until space-466 

time affected by a mass scale bigger than or equal to half Planck mass i.e.!M = "#$ % or its equivalent of 467 

energy and that’s mean a molecule with half Planck mass will curve space-time but the atoms and the 468 

elementary particles that make this molecule will not. 469 

In simple words an electron traveling through double slit experiment will not affect space-time but a 470 

cluster of molecules with mass equal to or bigger than half Planck mass will bend space time as its 471 

traveling through space    472 
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6. Al-Buraq effect (B&) (i.e., the collaboration effect between the Schwarzschild metric and Lorentz 473 

transformation) It is a good candidate solution to the dark matter problem because the speed of light is 474 

affected by the speed and direction of the moving gravity well itself; then the gravity itself will change,(in 475 

respect to an observer in infinity) it even changes the gravitational lensing due to the movement angle (t) 476 

of the gravity well as in Al-Buraq factor (B&), so we will have some gravitational lensing dependent on the 477 

direction angle (t) and velocity of moving gravity well; I call this Al-Buraq refraction.;the surface gravity in 478 

relation to a local observer is unchanged but in relative to a distance observer it is changed with Al-Buraq 479 

factor as follow For ablack hole we have 480 

'*+- = 2./(01)3 $ = ./
42/.5+- $ 6$ ; 5+- = 5. 89; 89 = 1

<1 − 6/.@ 5AC(D)0(2@ 5AC(D) + 1)5$
 

; @ = 1
F1 − G$ 5$H ; 0 ≤ D ≤ L  

For ordinary gravity well we have : 481 

∵ ' = ./(01́ + ℎ)$ ∴⟹  '+- = ./
42/.5+- $ + ℎ6$ ; 5+- = 5. 89 

; 89 = 1
<1 −  6/.@ 5AC(D)0(2@ 5AC(D) + 1)5$

; @ = 1
F1 − G$ 5$H  

; 0 ≤ D ≤ LS'*+- T&S'+-T both are an excellent candidate solution for the dark-matter. 482 

 483 

7. Al-Buraq effect is a strong candidate solution for the relativistic jets, and it is our way to make 484 

antigravity &  space-time warp drive; we only need to accelerate molecules with the mass equal or bigger 485 

than half Planck mass to satisfy At-Tariq condition, and when we accelerate such a beam then it will create 486 

an antigravity effect as follows 487 

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎡'+- = ./

42/.5+- $ + ℎ6$ ; 5+- = 5. 89(89) = 4 1 − 6/.@ 5AC(D)0(2@ 5AC(D) + 1)5$ 6YZ$ ; @ = 1
F1 − G$ 5$H ; 0 ≤ D ≤ L2⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎤
 

This is a very good way to prove experimentally the effects of gravity on the microscopic level. 488 

 489 

8. The cosmological constant is calculated with Eyd formula as folow 490 

^ = −3 `+b dfSq√2 TL$dz {1@| 
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By taking the appropriate relative velocity for Lorentz factor and the appropriate multiplicity(Ω) we will 491 

get energy density exactly equal to the experimental value of the cosmological constant For example if we 492 

take the multiplicity{Ω = 4} and the relative velocity very close to the speed of light with 34 digits after 493 

the comma to be compatible with Planck length in Eyde equation as follow 494 

 495 

(� = 299,792.457,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,8 � C⁄ ) 

∴⇒ !G5 = 99.999999999999999999999999999999999999999933287181%% 

∴⇒ ^ = −1.4028 × 10Y�  (�. �YZ. CY$. 5Y$ ≡ �. �Y�) 

This value is in (93.5%) from the average experimental accepted value 496 

 497 

9. Generalizing the Eyde formula to Tabarak formula to include higher energies This will prevent the 498 

vacuum catastrophe since the infinite quantum filed fluctuations will fight aginst infinite time-disguised 499 

dimensions plus infinite Lorentz factors. 500 

����0�` = −3 `+b dfS√2 qT
L$  {2.�z| ( @) dz ; �f�DC ��. �YZ. (C. 5)YZ �42.�z6 (C. 5)�YZ� ; 42.�z → ∞6 

10. Since the Eyde formula is temperature-dependent then the expansion of the universe was bigger in 501 

the past due to the early universe high temperatures so it could help us to solve cosmic inflation problem 502 

for example if we input Planck temperature to see how the cosmological constant act in the Planck era 503 

then we will have really a different expansion by a factor of (10�$) if we took my previous result as an 504 

estimation reference point then: 505 

∴⇒ ^z = − 35�  dfS√2 qTL$ / @  

∴⇒ / = 35�  dfS√2 q TL$ 0.7361 × 10$� 1@ 

�D Ω = 4 & �D G = 299792457.999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,8 �/C 

∴⇒  �
� = 99.999999999999999999999999999999999999999933287181% 

1! = 1.1551 × 10"#$ 

∴⇒ &' = −0.7361 × 10#)  (+. ,"$. -"#. �"# ≡ +. ,")) 

Since the temperature effect the expansion then the universe will never stop expanding since the absolute 506 

zero is impossible basically the big bang is not a repeatable event at anyway. 507 

 508 
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11.  As we saw in Tabarak formula adding enormous energy will not reveal higher space dimensions 509 

instead of this it will only change the measure of the speed of light between a different accelerated frame 510 

of reference and this will be translated mathematically into disguised time dimensions and not a higher 511 

space dimensions this should be the end for strings theories and every theory depends on higher space 512 

dimensions. 513 

:;<;>;? = 3 ?@A BCD √2 + CD GH4J KLM√J NC'O  PLM√J !QN R M √J4 !ST
"#UVW R+. ,"$. -"#UVW . �"#UVW S ; R2Y,' → ∞S 

 514 

12. The big bang singularity is not a singularity at all and it’s well defined as follows 515 

&∘ = − 3 �^  CDL√2 NJ# _ ∴⇒ &∘ = −1274.9 × 10^`(+. ,")) 

;  &∘  ≡ cℎk �m-,mCmpM�;C �mD-c;Dc ;c (c ≤ 0). 
i.e. space time expansion is aprperity for both space-time and it caused by space time and by Eyed vertual 516 

particles   517 

space-time is prior to the big bang itself and the big bang is nothing but a rupture of energy in space-time 518 

in the dawn of creation. 519 

In a short word since I proved that the vacuum has entropy higher than zero with the law of Al-Hubok 520 

entropy then space-time is prior to the big bang itself. 521 

vC − xz<m? kDc>m{|: ~� =  ?@ CDL√2N 

i.e. the universe has a beginning but the time has not  522 

13. For cosmic inflation, we have a combination of two expansions one for the space-time rupture (Λ∘) 523 

i.e. the big bang and cosmological constant for the Planck era  524 

∴⇒ &∘ = −1274.9 × 10^` (+. ,")) & &' = −0.7361 × 10#)  (+. ,"$. -"#. �"# ≡ +. ,")) 

 525 

14. We could drive gravitational constant from the rupture constant (Λ∘) since it’s the most basic 526 elementary equation in physics it’s the only equation in which act on a plane and smooth space-time and 527 

without prior physical causality there is no other equation do this and there is no wonder about this we 528 

are talking about the first act of physics and the beginning of creation itself 529 

∴⇒ &∘ = − 3  CDL√2 N�∘#�∘#J# _ ∴⇒ _ = 3  CDL√2 N�∘#�∘#J# &∘ 

If we use a less precise approach as Planck era expansion and we use my previous estimation as a 530 

reference point then 531 
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∴⇒ &' = − 3�ℏ�_ �#  CDL√2 GN
J#  �ℏ_�)

1! = − 3�^  CDL√2 GNJ# _ !  

∴⇒ _ = 3�^  CDL√2 G NJ# 0.7361 × 10#) 1! 

;c Ω = 4 & ;c � = 299792457.999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,8 ,/- 

∴⇒  �� = 99.999999999999999999999999999999999999999933287181%  

1! = 1.1551 × 10"#$ 

∴⇒ _ ≅ 6.6947 × 10"$$ R ,)?p. -#S 

 532 

15. Time is the scale of causality transmion rate and the dissipation of its sequential order ;where its 533 amount or its “causality transmion rate” decided by the speed of light and the relative speed of light in 534 

which decided by At-Tariq factor and At-Tariq condition inwhich decided by the following law 535 

∵ �� = � K1 − >�> O"$# ; ;- ,k;-z>k� <| m<-k>�k> ;c MD�MDMc| 

�Q = �L√2N#UVW  ; Y = D ,'2   ; D = 1,2,3 … .,   
 and its direction decided by my law of entropy & the law of Al-Hubok entropy 536 

i.e. B~� =  ?@ CDL√2ΩNH &B~� =  ?@ CDL√2NH  537 

So an accelerated frame of reference that creating a variance in the speed of light will create a time-538 

disguised dimension in relative to an observer at infinity in another frame of reference and since the 539 

speed of light in vacuum is decided by Maxwell law 540 

��� = ���° °!�"#$# %  ' , ��( = )√+-./01√�° °   ' and since the vacuum has an entropy i.e. Al-Hubok entropy 541 

 234 =  56 78)√2-: then time exists before the big bang itself and time cannot be zero nor reversed even 542 

when entropy get lucky and arrange the system to be less random even in this case due to vacuum entropy 543 

i.e. Al-Hubok entropy the system will get more random. 544 

16. For the experimental part this is not new it always cared out with laser gravimeter but nobody 545 

notices it (except a german physics enthusiastic his name is Mr. Martin Grusenick and his work should be 546 

noticed but he couldn't figure it out and his work used by pseudoscience on the internet a lot) in fact we 547 

could make a successful ordinary horizontal Michelson-Morley experiment  but next to a large mountain-548 
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chain  so that the mass of the mountain-chain will act like a runaway gravity well and have a positive 549 

result, unlike what we have in the original experiments, which failed. 550 

17. Since the ;<�>>? @8ABCDE F34 =  56 78 !√2(Ω)% ; K8 ;<�>>? Ω = 1M, then both Boltzman entropy 551 law and Landauer’s principle should be revision. 552 

18. The surface temperature of the black hole has nothing to do with its mass; it is always constant for 553 

a local observer,  P( = Q1RS √+ ; P( ≡ Aℎ@ VK8W>7<BKAE A@?D@B<A>B@, and it is the same temperature of the 554 

singularity, and this is very reasonable since nothing could ever cross the event horizon (because for 555 

anything going towards event horizon speed of light will always increase 2�( = �√2: so that the event 556 

horizon will always run away from it, like chasing an elusive mirage). 557 

 558 

19. Since the event horizon is unreachable, this means that the black hole cannot evaporate; that 559 

means a black hole feeds on nothing but quantum foam will leak out the quantum foam from its poles due 560 

to Al-Buraq effect and this is a useful approach to study quantum foam. 561 

 562 

20. Relativistic mass differs from gravitational mass and from the inertial mass by At-Tariq condition 563 

such that every mass does not meet At-Tariq condition is not a gravitational mass and every gravitational 564 

mass will be increased by Al-Buraq factor with the increasing of its relative mass only for an observer with 565 

a space-time curvature difference i.e. observer at infinity.. 566 

 567 

21. Black hole entropy is vacuum entropy (i.e. Al-Hubok entropy) multiplied by the Al-Tariq condition 568 

of that black holeX3( = +YZ1  56 78 √2[. 569 

 570 

22. The Eyde virtual particles are bending space-time at Planck level and elevating the speed of light 571 

by a factor of )√2- for an outside observer and that will let other virtual particles to move faster than the 572 

speed of light in respect to us but in there frame of reference they move less than there speed of light and 573 

they follow At-Tariq factor (γ]) and At-Tariq transformations it’s exactly as Lorentz transformations but 574 

with At-Tariq factor 575 

⇒ (`(); `( = 1
g1 − k ;�)√2-{+YZ1|}+ ; 2~?� ≥ 1 

23. Space-time is not aether because aether is a medium filling the vacuum and dragged by any mass 576 

moving through it while space-time is a physical fabric I name it Al-Hubok its a fabric with special 577 

properties it could expand to infinity and constrict to zero in response to an exclusive wave function of 578 

masses that follows At-Tariq condition and unlike aether, it can't be affected with any mass below At-Tariq 579 
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condition, in fact, it affected exclusively by the wave function of masses equal or more than half Planck 580 

mass and  I have proven this previously when I calculated the changing in the speed of light due to At-581 

Tariq condition 582 

∴  �. (�) = �
��1 − 12�+YZ1 = �{ 1√2|+YZ1  ; (�) = )√2-+YZ1  ∴⟹ �( = �)√2-+YZ1 

 583 

24. Space-time interval at the exact center of any black hole is not a singularity it's well defined to be 584 

exactly zero. 585 

�V+ = − {12| �+ !− ��+4% + �K √�4 �+
!12% ∴⟹ �V+ = !�8% − !�8% = 0 

�� = 2���� ;  �� =  "
#√2%& '()* 

 586 

25. The fine-structure constant does not affect by gravitational blue-shift or by the Eyde quantum field 587 

since the fine-structure constant is considered a local observer, 588 

∵ �, = � -1 − ��� /03  4 ; (�,) 78 �978:�9< >? 7@ A>89�B9� 7C D@ED@DC? 

8D@�9 9F9�9@C7�? G7�CD�F98 7�9 FA�7F A>89�B9� ∴⇒ �, = � ∴⇒ J  �A@8C7@C  
 589 

14. Key features  590 

· K∘  ≡ Cℎ9 9F9�C�D� G9��DCCDBDC? AE Cℎ9 E�99 − 8G7�9 591 

· O∘ ≡ �7P@9CD� G9��97>DFDC? AE Cℎ9 E�99 − 8G7�9 592 

· QR ≡ 9F9�C�D� EF:S 593 

· T ≡ 9F9�C�D� �ℎ7�P9 594 

· U ≡ 9F9�C�D� ED9F< 595 

· " ≡ �788 AE Cℎ9 P�7BDC? V9FF 596 

· Q ≡ P�7BDC? GAC9@CD7F 597 

· � ≡ ��7BDC7CDA@7F �A@8C7@C 598 

· � ≡ P�7BDC? V9FF  �7<D:8  599 
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· �, ≡ :G<7C9< 8G99< AE FDPℎC <:9 CA P�7BDC? as measured by an observer at infinity  600 

· E ≡ GℎACA@ E�9T:9@�? D@ E�99 − 8G7�9 601 

· EW  ≡ GℎACA@ E�9T:9@�? @97� 7 P�7BDC? V9FF, D. 9. , >F:9 − 8ℎDEC9< 602 

· Z ≡ V7B9F9@PCℎ 603 

· ZW ≡ V7B9F9@PCℎ @97� P�7BDC? V9FF >F:9 − 8ℎDEC9< 78 �978:�9< >? Cℎ9 A>89�B9� 7C D@ED@DC? 604 

· [ =  8ℎ�D@\D@P F9@PCℎ AE 8G7�9 − CD�9 <:9 CA P�7BDC7CDA@7F 9EE9�C8 605 

· [∘ = � − �� = A�<D@7�? F9@PCℎ AE 8G7�9 − CD�9 E�99 AE 7@? 9EE9�C AE P�7BDC? 606 

·  K, ≡ :G<7C9< 9F9�C�D� G9��DCCDBDC? AE Cℎ9 E�99 − 8G7�9 <:9 CA P�7BDC? 607 

· <8 ≡ 8G7�9 − CD�9 D@C9�B7F 608 

· �� ≡ ]�ℎV7�^8�ℎDF< �7<D:8 609 

· ��, ≡  :G<7C9< ]�ℎV7�^8�ℎDF< �7<D:8 <:9 CA P�7BDC? 610 

· <�� ≡ FD@9 9F9�9@C 8T:7�9< D@ ]�ℎV7�^8�ℎDF< �9C�D� 611 

· <C� ≡ CD�9 9F9�9@C 8T:7�9< D@ ]�ℎV7�^8�ℎDF< �9C�D�  612 

· F_ ≡ `F7@�\ F9@PCℎ 613 

· �_ ≡ `F7@�\ �788 614 

· " ≡ >F7�\ ℎAF9 �788 615 

· ab = #√2%cd
e)f ≡ >F7�\ ℎAF9 �A@<DCDA@ ( I name it At-Tariq condition) 616 

· �� ≡ 8G99< AE FDPℎC 7C 9B9@C ℎA�D^A@ A� 8D@P:F7�DC? �7F�:F7C9< >? A:C8D<9 A>89�B9�8 617 

· -�� =  D √g
h / ≡ iC − b7�DT �7CDA �7<D:8 A� >F7�\ ℎAF9 �7CDA �7<D:8    618 

· ℏ ≡ `F7@�\ �9<:�9< �A@8C7@C = (ℎ/2l) 619 

· \m ≡ nAFC^�7@@ �A@8C7@C 620 

· ] ≡ 9@C�AG? 621 

· ]o ≡ iF − p:>A\ 9@C�AG? (D. 9. B7�::� 9@C�AG?)  622 

· q ≡ �D��A8C7C98 �:FCDGFD�DC?    623 

· r� ≡ >F7�\ℎAF9 ]:�E7�9 C9�G9�7C:�9 EA� 7 FA�7F A>89�B9� 624 

· ]� ≡ >F7�\ ℎAF9 9@C�AG?  625 
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· s ≡ 9@9�P? D@ Cℎ9��A<?@7�D� G7�C 626 

· t ≡ uA�9@C^ E7�CA� 627 

· t� ≡ iC − b7�DT E7�CA� 628 

· nv ≡  �AFF7>A�7CDA@ E7�CA� (I name it Al-Buraq factor) 629 

· �mw  ≡ :G<7C9< 8G99< AE FDPℎC <:9 CA iF − n:�7T E7�CA�  630 

· C ≡ <D�9�CDA@ 7@PF9 AE �AB9�9@C AE Cℎ9 P�7BDC? V9FF 631 

· x_ ≡ `F7@�\ EA��9 632 

· P ≡ 8:�E7�9 P�7BDC? 633 

· P�  ≡ >F7�\ℎAF9  8:�E7�9 P�7BDC? 634 

· Pmw  ≡ 8:�E7�9 P�7BDC? <:9 CA  �7FD>�7CDA@ E7�CA� 635 

· J ≡fine-structure constant and the graviton effects 636 

· y∘ ≡ �A8�AFAP9�7F �A@8C7@C 7C (C = A )   637 

· yz ≡ �A8�AFAP9�7F �A@8C7@C 7C `F7@�\ 9�7 638 

 639 
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